COVID-19 NOTICE
BUILDING/CODE ENFORCEMENT INSPECTION POLICY
3/25/2020, revised 3/26/2020

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 virus, the Leicester Town Hall is closed to the public.

APPLICATIONS:
Applications may be delivered by mail, emailed to conroyk@leicesterma.org or dropped in the tax collection box at Town Hall. Application forms are available online at www.leicesterma.org.

BUILDING INSPECTOR INSPECTIONS:
To help prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus, inspections will be performed as follows:

- We will continue to perform inspections on exterior work and unoccupied buildings.
- Inspections of occupied buildings will be via photo or video only. Please contact the office to make arrangements for inspection.

  Phone: 508-892-7003 (messages will be checked regularly), or
  Email: conroyk@leicesterma.org

PLUMBING & WIRING INSPECTIONS
Requests will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, but occupied building inspections will only take place in emergency situations if it safe to do so. At the inspector’s discretion, photo & video inspections may be allowed. Some inspections may be postponed until the viral threat is over. Contact inspectors directly at the numbers below to request an inspection:

  John Dolan, Plumbing & Gas Inspector, 508-864-5575
  John Markley, Wiring Inspector, 508-769-7670

Thank you for your patience during this difficult and stressful time.